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Scientific context and objectives:
radiotherapy with ions beams
• Fundamental properties of
propagation of charged massive
particles: - dE/dx (LET) ~ 1/E
• Bragg peak in LET closer to the end
of the ion’s track - dE/dx (LET) ~ Zeff2
• Beams of charged particles can be
easily manipulated
• Much better focusing is possible

The main objective of the Action is to address the basic scientific questions which underpin
the nanoscopic and molecular mechanisms associated with Ion Beam Cancer Therapy.
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Scientific context and objectives: Multiscale
approach to DNA damage by ions
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COST Nano-IBCT Working Groups

nuclear reactions, fragmentation and
electromagnetic processes
outcomes

Validation and optimization of
codes for beam transport ,

experimental data
WG2: Primary ionization in the medium:
interactions with H2O and biomolecules, direct
damage and production of secondary
species, excitation products and their decay
outcomes
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Database of relevant processes

WG Leader: Bernd Huber

WG Leader :Thomas Schlathoelter

Tschlathoelter et al., (2010)

WG1: Propagation of ions:

People, equipment & science
Belkic et al., (2008)

Title & topics
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WG4: Electrons induced degradation of
DNA: dissociative electron attachment,
direct ionization, free radical and hole atack
outcomes

Site and bond selectivity insights,
rates for different biodamage events

WG5: Radiobiological scale effects:
DNA DSB detection and prediction
outcomes

Elucidation on competing
mechanisms, RBE quantifications,
improved protocols for use of IBCT
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WG3: Propagation of secondary
species: secondary electrons, radicals,

Results vs. Objectives
COST Nano-IBCT WG5 meeting “Radiobiological scale effects
(DNA DSBs detection, prediction and cellular consequences)”
was hold in Queen’s University, Belfast, UK, 8th to 9th of
November 2013
Fittingly for such a cross-disciplinary topic, the meeting was
hosted jointly by Queen’s University’s School of Maths and
Physics and its Centre for Cancer Research and Cell Biology.
As well as a series of 13 invited talks there was a lively poster
session with local students presenting their work. It was
particularly pleasing to see a large number of young
(undergraduate and postgraduate) delegates in attendance and
actively participating in the meeting where the invited experts
discussed various experimental approaches applicable across
length scales from small molecules right up to whole organisms.
In association with this meeting as part of the re-launch of Cancer
Nanotechnology as a gold standard open access journal, there
was a special collection of articles of COST action members
published by Springer aiming to capture the themes discussed by
several of the invited speakers
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Results vs. Objectives
Workshop “Micro- and Nano-Dosimetry for Ion Beam Cancer
Therapy” took place on 07-09 May 2014 at MedAustron in
Wiener Neustadt.
MiND-IBCT is the first of two workshops of the
COST Action MP1002 NanoIBCT in 2014 that
.
explore the path between fundamental research
and clinical practice in proton and heavy ion
therapy. Focussed on challenges encountered
in the application of micro- and nanodosimetry
for ion beam cancer therapy, MiND-IBCT was
jointly organized by WG5 the Task group 6.2
“Computational micro and nano dosimetry of
EURADOS (European Radiation Dosimetry
Group, http://www.eurados.org/) and the
Austrian
Ion
Beam
Therapy
Center
MedAustron6 which kindly provided the venue
for this meeting.
There were 42 participants whose contributions
were distributed as oral presentations and and
posters.
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Results vs. Objectives
The Training course was designed for
graduate students and postdoctoral
researchers in computational and/or
bio/nanophysical and chemical fields who
seek to extend their research skills to
include computational and theoretical
expertise, as well as other researchers
interested in theoretical and computational
bio/nanophysics and chemistry. The course
was based on several practical exercises
to be done with a universal computational
package MesoBioNano (MBN) Explorer
(www.mbnexplorer.com). In particular, the
case
studies
of
atomic
clusters,
nanoparticles,
biomolecular
systems,
nanomaterials, composite materials, hybrid
molecular systems, crystalline systems,
thermo-mechanical properties of materials,
and
multiscale
phenomena
were
discussed.
10
ESRs
have
been
participated at this course.
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Significant Highlights in Science and
Networking
Colloquium paper for THE EUROPEAN PHYSICAL JOURNAL D:
Multiscale approach to the physics of radiation damage with ions.
Breakthroughs in the understanding of nanoscale insights into ion-beam cancer therapy achived with the
multiscale approach to the assessment of biodamage resulting upon irradiation of biological media with ions
have been reviewed, explained and compared to other approaches (Colloquium paper by E. Surdutovich and
A.V. Solov’yov, EUROPEAN PHYSICAL JOURNAL D (2014), see also http://xxx.lanl.gov/ arXiv:1312.0897v1
[physics.bio-ph] 3 Dec 2013). The processes of ion propagation in the medium concurrent with ionization and
excitation of molecules, transport of secondary products, dynamics of the medium, and biological damage
take place on a number of different temporal, spatial and energy scales. The multiscale approach, a physical
phenomenon-based analysis of the scenario that leads to radiation damage, has been designed to consider
all relevant effects on a variety of scales and develop an approach to the quantitative assessment of
biological damage as a result of irradiation with ions. Presently, physical and chemical effects are included in
the scenario while the biological effects such as DNA repair are only mentioned. This paper explains the
scenario of radiation damage with ions, overviews its major parts, and applies the multiscale approach to
different experimental conditions. On the basis of this experience,the recipe for application of the multiscale
approach is formulated. The recipe leads to the calculation of relative biological effectiveness.
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Significant Highlights in Science and
Networking
Published in THE EUROPEAN PHYSICAL JOURNAL D: Electron impact
fragmentation of cytosine/ thymine: partial ionization cross sections for
positive fragments.
The mass spectra for positive ions for low-energy electron impact on thymine / cytosine using a
reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer has been measured. Using computer controlled data acquisition,
mass spectra have been acquired for electron impact energies up to 100 eV in steps of 0.5 eV. Ion yield curves
for most of the fragment ions have been determined by fitting groups of adjacent peaks in the mass spectra
with sequences of normalized Gaussians. The ion yield curves have been normalized by comparing the sum of
the ion yields to the average of calculated total ionization cross sections.
Appearance energies of the fragment ions have been determined, showing for cytosine that the fragments 68
u–84 u have appearance energies between 10 and 11 eV, whereas fragments of 55 uand lower mass all have
appearance energies above 12 eV. Most of the ion yields of 55 u and smaller show multiple onsets. Several
groups of fragments have ion yield curves with nearly the same shape, clearly indicating the relevance of
tautomerization in the fragmentation of cytosine.
For thymine the nearly equal appearance energies of 83 u and 55 u observed in the present work strongly
indicate that near threshold the 55 u ion is formed directly by the breakage of two bonds in the ring, rather than
from a successive loss of HNCO and CO from the parent ion. Likewise 54 u is not formed by CO loss from 82
u. The appearance energies are in a number of cases consistent with the loss of one or more hydrogen atoms
from a heavier fragment, but 70 u is not formed by hydrogen loss from 71 u.
Peter J.M. van der Burgt, Francis Mahon, Gerard Barrett, and Marcin L. Gradziel, Eur. Phys. J. D (2014) 68:
151, and Peter J.M. van der Burgt, Eur. Phys. J. D (2014) 68: 135.
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Significant Highlights in Science and
Networking
Spin off of new EC RTD Framework Programme proposals / projects
The new European Multi-ITN (Marie Curie Initial Training Programme) “Advanced
Radiotherapy, Generated by Exploiting Nanoprocesses and Technologies”
(ARGENT) has been started in March 2014.
The main objective of this intersectorial and multidisciplinary ITN is to create a new
generation of researchers and experts able to create the platform on which nextgeneration cancer therapy will be built. The consortium aims to train a cohort of 13
PhDs (Early Stage Researchers – ESRs) to subsequently act as leaders and
ambassadors in the field.
Six COST action Nano-IBCT-partners from 5 COST countries are the participants
of new ITN project.
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Appendix
• The following three slides should be prepared for
information only in case of questions from the DC but
should NOT be presented
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Action Parties
Grant Holder (if
applicable):
Name of GH Institution
Name of GH Scientific
Representative
Name of GH Country
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Action participants
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Use of COST Instruments

Activity (No.)

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

MC/WG Meetings

3

4

3

3

STSMs

21

36

24

35

Training Schools

0

0

0

1

Workshops or
Conferences

1

2

3

3

Joint Publications

11

91

134

180

15

